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Modern cyberthreats often span 
cloud and on-premises systems
As organizations embrace cost-saving business 
transformation initiatives, user activity has migrated to 
remote computing. Tracking credential activity and data 
movement from the office to the coffee shop to the cloud 
is a challenge that Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) 
addresses, attempting to reduce the rise of shadow IT 
and stop inappropriate access while providing data 
loss prevention (DLP). While CASB solutions collect rich 
insight into activity for users and data in the cloud, they 
do not offer a complete picture for assessing business 
risks, including malware proliferation and malicious actor 
activity. To understand the scope of an attack, security 
teams must also identify and block threats by collecting 
and analyzing a broader set of data from other security 
tools, servers, endpoints, badge readers, and cloud 
services to collect, detect, investigate, and respond to 
suspicious activity. 

The powerful combination of Exabeam and Netskope 
leverages user, service account, and entity information 
across the security stack, combining CASB with other 
security and IT infrastructure tools in a complete 
security management solution. Exabeam user and entity 
behavior analytics (UEBA) uses behavioral modeling 
to automatically baseline normal activity and detect 
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anomalous behaviors indicative of a threat — across all 
your security solutions of choice. The integration between 
Exabeam and Netskope ensures that cloud services are 
scrutinized with the same rigor as on-premises systems 
for consistent security monitoring and adherence to 
compliance regulations.

The challenge
Work today is more intuitive, connected, open, and 
collaborative than ever before, and this is reflected across 
SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, and web environments driving these 
new changes. Cloud migration, hybrid and remote work 
continue to drive IT transformation while increasing 
the volume and complexity of threat vectors on an 
organization. 

Today, point solutions put IT organizations using 
legacy tools at a disadvantage relative to malicious 
threat actors. Cloud and edge computing put business 
workloads outside the corporate data center and into 
SaaS environments. The cloud is critical to enterprise 
productivity but forces people to rethink security. As 
a result, IT and security teams can no longer rely on 
datacenter-centric tools. They must adopt cloud-based 
security systems for cybersecurity if they want to protect 
data, end users, and customers.   
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Exabeam and Netskope –  
an integrated solution
Exabeam and Netskope provide an integrated solution to 
detect insider threats and provide security insights across 
the organization. Netskope’s Security Cloud provides 
unrivaled visibility and real-time data and threat protection 
when accessing cloud services, websites, and private 
apps from anywhere, on any device. By integrating with 
Exabeam, security teams can quickly detect, investigate, 
and respond to cyberthreats that typically involve users 
who may have been compromised. 

Exabeam’s SIEM now provides cloud-scale capabilities 
of Exabeam Security Log Management with features for 
threat detection, investigation, and response (TDIR). In 
addition to its massively scalable ingestion, storage, and 
intelligent search capabilities, Exabeam SIEM includes 
Case Management, a centralized system of record for 
investigation and response, 100s of pre-built correlations, 
and integrated threat intelligence for more improved 
detection fidelity. The solution delivers analysts new 
speed, processing at over 1M EPS, and multi-year search 
capability for query responses across PB of hot, warm, 
or cold data in seconds. Alert and Case Management 
improves analyst productivity with a guided incident 
checklist, and a ticketing system specifically designed for 
security. If more storage, longer storage time, or additional 
processing power is needed, Exabeam SIEM easily scales 
to meet your needs. 

For most SIEM products, UEBA and automation is 
an afterthought. Security analytics, a foundation of 
Exabeam Fusion, helps baseline normal activity for all 
users and entities to visualize all notable events within a 
contextualized, automated Smart Timeline. The timeline 
conveys the complete history of an incident across all 
security signals and logs, highlighting the risk associated 
with each event. This powerful visualization and context 
streamlines investigations, eliminating hundreds of analyst 
queries. By ingesting Netskope Security Cloud log data, 
security teams equip themselves to prevent compromised 
credentials, mitigate lateral movement, and prevent data 
loss across the organization both for remote workers and 
into the cloud.

Key benefits
 Ť Collect unlimited Netskope CASB data for threat 

detection

 Ť Combine Netskope log signals with over 500 popular 
security and IT tool alerts for increased visibility across 
on-premises and cloud

 Ť Efficiently investigate and respond to incidents through 
improved automation and machine-built timelines

 Ť Optimize analyst time by including Netskope Security 
Cloud to investigate and respond to common use 
cases like compromised credentials, lateral movement, 
and data exfiltration

Features 
Exabeam, when combined with log data from Netskope 
Security Cloud, addresses the challenges of the modern IT 
environment. Security teams can better protect corporate 
data and users wherever they are located by converging 
security, IT, and Security Service Edge (SSE) alerts in one 
centralized cloud-based SIEM. This partnership provides 
unrivaled visibility and real-time insights to detect, 
investigate, and respond to threats across cloud, web, and 
private apps. 

Integration features include:

 Ť Compromised credentials

 Ť Data exfiltration prevention

 Ť Lateral movement

 Ť  Malware prevention

 Ť  Phishing protection

 Ť  Privilege abuse

 Ť  Ransomware protection
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About Netskope
Netskope, a global cybersecurity leader, is redefining 
cloud, data, and network security to help organizations 
apply Zero Trust principles to protect data. The Netskope 
Intelligent Security Service Edge (SSE) platform is fast, 
easy to use, and secures people, devices, and data 
anywhere they go. Netskope helps customers reduce 
risk, accelerate performance, and get unrivaled visibility 
into any cloud, web, and private application activity. 
Thousands of customers, including more than 25 of the 
Fortune 100, trust Netskope and its powerful NewEdge 
network to address evolving threats, new risks, technology 
shifts, organizational and network changes, and new 
regulatory requirements. To learn how Netskope helps 
customers be ready for anything on their SASE journey, 
visit netskope.com.
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About Exabeam
Exabeam is a global cybersecurity leader that created the New-Scale 
SIEM™ for advancing security operations. We Detect the Undetectable™ 
by understanding normal behavior, even as normal keeps changing – 
giving security operations teams a holistic view of incidents for faster, 
more complete response.

Learn more about 
Exabeam today

 Get a Demo Now
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